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High density storage Working harder for comfort and space

You require official certifications. We can deliver them.

Product Environmental Profile (PEP). Based on ISO 14021, its purpose is to communicate precise and 
verifiable information on environmental aspects of the product during its life cycle.

Blauer Engel. This German environmental certification is awarded to products with a low environmental impact.

Indoor Advantage. This certification is awarded to products complying with the indoor air quality emission 
requirements defined by the ANSI/BIFMA M7.1-2007 standard.

PEFC. The wooden components are PEFC certified (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification), 
ensuring that wood originates from sustainably managed forests. 

E1. The particle boards comply with the “E1 standard” guaranteeing a low level of formaldehyde emissions.

You care about the end of use of your furniture. 

We offer options – be it refurbishing, charitable donation or recycling. 

Visit Steelcase.com to discover more about Steelcase’s unique ecodesign strategy.

End of life

Up to 96% recyclable by weight.

100% recyclable cardboard for packaging.

Quick and easy disassembly.

Plastic parts clearly labelled for easy sorting 
and effective recycling.

Transport

Manufactured close to customers,  
in Durlangen (Germany).

Use

Designed for a long product life.

Replaceable parts.

Maintenance information 
is available on steelcase.com. 

Material

20% recycled content by weight.

PVC-free.

45% recycled cardboard in packaging.

Water-based inks without solvent on packaging.

Production

ISO 14001/ EMAS certification of the 
Durlangen site (Germany).

No gluing processes.

Powder coat painting: VOC-free and free  
of heavy metals. 

Some of the powder coat painting that does 
not attach to the product is reused in the 

painting process.

Waste wood directly reused in the plant’s 
heating system. 

Environmental performance

Since 1912, Steelcase has been committed to continually reducing the environmental impacts of its products and activities on 
a global scale, by constantly seeking more effective ways to conserve resources, prevent pollution and nurture environmental 
consciousness in its people every day.

During High density storage development process we evaluated the environmental aspects of the products at each stage of its 
life cycle: materials extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life.
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Product design High density storage, Fusion, Reply, 1+1 LED Light Standard Steelcase Design - Think Glen Oliver Löw       
FrameOne, Activa, Kalidro, Share It, Kalidro, FrameOne, Partito Stefan Brodbeck – www.brodbeckdesign.de
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Visit steelcase.com

Europe & Africa Espace Européen de l’Entreprise 1 allée d’Oslo BP 40033 Schiltigheim 67012 Strasbourg Cedex France 
tel: +33 3 88 13 30 30 fax: +33 3 88 28 31 78

North America 901, 44th Street Grand Rapids MI 49508 USA 
tel: +1 616 247 27 10 fax: +1 616 246 40 40

Asia Pacific & India 4th floor, N32 Kowa Bdg 5-2-32 Minami-Azabu Minato-Ku Tokyo 106-0047 Japan 
tel: +81 3 3448 9611 fax: +81 3 3448 9617

Latin America 901, 44th Street Grand Rapids MI 49508 USA 
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800mm

800mm

800mm

375mm
725mm

1165mm

1100mm

469mm

Why High density storage?

While companies are trying to “right size” their office footprint, workstations tend to reduce in dimensions. High density 

storage provides a flexible working environment without any compromise on comfort.

High density storage is specifically designed to work harder for the user.

1 -  With optimised dimensions, it is designed to extend the workstation and help structure individual collaborative spaces.

2 -  High density storage maintains privacy and enables users to stay focused due to its subtle space division solution. 

3 -  Open, High density storage offers comfort and ergonomy with easy access to everyday materials.  

Once closed, it leaves a perfectly tidy workstation.

Our wide range of 1+1 Organisation tools and internal fittings help you get the best out of the space.

Individual space Ergonomy and comfort

High density storage helps you organise your documents and tools, with the space and support available for whatever objects 

and information to be stored. Everything stays visible and conveniently close at hand. Highly customisable thanks to add-ons such as 

suspended file frame or drawer, paper trays, boxes and binder holders, it makes routine tasks easier.

High density storage H1165mm matching with the finishes and handles of Share It storage and shown here in combination with FrameOne desk, Partito screen,  
and Think task chair.

High density storage H725mm with open shelf in combination with Fusion Bench, Partito Rail, Reply task chairs, 1+1 LED Light Standard and Organisation Tools.

Suspended File Frame and shelves Power socket and Organisation rail Drawer Personal lockable compartment

Statement of Line

Finishes and colour options*
Melamine (for carcass, top, top edge, inner volume and front)

Snow Natural Maple Beech Acacia Walnut

Structured melamine (front)

Birch Greybrown Oak Chateau Walnut Natural Olive Dark Olive Light

Wood veneer (top and front)

Natural Oak Black Oak Shady Beech Natural Beech Wenge Style 

Paint (rail and pull out base)

Pearl Grey 0 Metallic Aluminium Platinum Metallic 
(Silver)

Pearl Snow Pearl Slate 

Handles and locking

*More options are available in the pricelist.GM9 GMG Cylinder lock with 
changeable inner cylinder


